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Date: May 7, 1862
Description: Marshall Phillips letter from West Point, Va.

West Point Wesnesday May 7th / 62

Dear Wife I will pencil a few
lines to you this morning to inform
you where I am and that I am well
we arived at West Point last night about
five oclock with a number of gun boats
                      e
and a large fle^t of transports it is
quite is pretty place here or would
be if it was not for the rebelion that
pervales here it looks bad to me
on that account Franklins Division
is the first Division that has landed here we
went in to camp last night we expect
Porters Division here to day the gun
boats come up a head of the transports
when they come to anchor they took their
glasses and looked around they saw
what they judged to be about a
thousand secesh in the Calvelry
in the woods about a mild distant
soon three or four of them made
their appearance in the open field
they threw three shell at them in
quick succession they left in double
quick time our Division throad out
a heavy picket in diferant posisions
in to the woods they had some
scurmishing in the night there
was two of our men shot and four
or five wounded I have just seen
a sargent of the New York 27
that was shot dead through the
breast
          thurs      Thursday May 8th

I a was stoped writing yesterday
morning by an order for our



Regt to form a line of battle
as quick as possible the fire of
the scurmishers increaseing very
fast the division formed and
marched to the a woods I have
not time to write the partickulars
at this time but I expected you
would hear of the scurmish fight
here and would feel anxious
                                    in
but will surfise by say^ that we
                                       a
by saying we had rather ^ hard
scurmish fight in a dence
thicket in the woods I have
not heard from you since I
left yorktown the Auburn boys
are all as well as common
I hav not time to write any more
my respects to all M S Phillips


